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Executive Overview
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Overview

In a time of unprecedented changes, continued success will not be achieved simply by selling 

the same people, in the same way, with the same message as in the past.

At Integrity Solutions, we believe those who excel in today’s competitive and changing 

environment must:

  Understand each customer’s challenges and how they impact buying decisions

  Frame products and services in the context of organizational or individual goals

  Identify needs and priorities of stakeholders

  Recognize the importance of selling value beyond products and services

  Show a strong commitment to ethics and corporate integrity

  Have a strategic partnership versus vendor mindset

Introducing Integrity Selling®

Selling success is more an issue of who you are than what you know. 
While knowledge is necessary, sustained success comes to the person 

who’s driven by strong values and ethics. 

Ron Willingham, Integrity Selling for the 21st Century

For over 45 years, Integrity Selling® has been utilized by over 2 million sales professionals 

in 130 countries. Grounded in values, ethics and integrity as the foundation for long-term 

success, Integrity Selling® includes: 

  A sales model easily applied with all types of buyers

  A Gap Analysis diagnostic tool to understand needs and challenges 

  Strategies to identify and adapt sales conversations for different Behavior Styles®

  A focus on Preparation as a non-negotiable for success

  A series of structured follow-up sessions that build accountability for application 

  Coaching and marketing resources for cultural alignment
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Values and Ethics as the Foundation

The following values and ethics principles provide insights into the Integrity Selling philosophy.  

1. Selling is a mutual exchange of value.

2. Selling isn’t something you do to people; it’s something you do for and with them.

3. Develop trust and rapport before any selling activity begins.

4. Selling pressure is never exerted by a sales professional. It’s exerted by customers

when they recognize they want your products.

5. Selling techniques give way to values-driven principles.

6. Truth, respect and honesty provide the basis for long-term selling success.

7. Ethics and values contribute more to sales success than techniques or strategies.

8. Understanding wants or needs must always precede any attempt to sell.

9. Negotiation is never manipulation. It’s a strategy to work through concerns—

when customers want to work through them.

10. Closing is a victory for the customer and the sales professional.

A Comprehensive 
Business Solution

When aligned with Marketing, Coaching, 

Performance Evaluation and Hiring, Integrity 

Selling provides a comprehensive business 

solution that becomes the foundation of a 

customer-focused sales culture. 
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Our Learning Process:  

85 to 90 percent of sales training fails because
it is not reinforced – making it nearly impossible 

to see a return on the investment.

Dave Stein, ES Research

Integrity Selling® focuses on a learning approach that begins with pre-work, followed by 

an interactive classroom based workshop.  Eight weekly structured follow-up calls build 

accountability for application and engage Managers to model and coach the behaviors.  

Pre-Work Classroom Based 
Workshop

Structured Follow-Up 

Set The Stage For Growth Introduce Content Application

 Manager Overview

 Online Pre-Work

 Sales Skills Inventory

 Set Goals For Growth

 I-2 Day Interactive

Facilitator Led

Workshop

 Your Products and

Call Points

 (1-hour) Conference

Calls, Manager Led

 Coaching

 Share Best Practices

 Collaboration and

Team-Building
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Congruence of Skills, Values and Beliefs

A successful career in sales has as much or more to do with beliefs, values and view of 

abilities as skills. 

The Sales Congruence Model™ identifies 5 dimensions that greatly influence sales success.

View
of

Selling
View

of
Abilities

Commitment
to

Activities

Belief
in 

Product
Values

Congruence

The arrows represent gaps that diminish sales effectiveness.  For example, if I don’t believe in 

a certain product, my commitment to sell that product will be diminished.  On the other hand, 

alignment or congruence between the five dimensions improves sales performance. 

Integrity Selling® supports greater alignment as people develop a:

  Positive, values-driven definition of selling

  View of Abilities for success as they apply the concepts

  Sales philosophy grounded in values and ethics

  Stronger commitment to practice the skills

  Stronger belief in the value they create

Alignment supports congruence, 
which releases achievement drive and possibility thinking. 

View of Selling 

Believes sales is a 

noble profession 

that creates value 

for customers. 

View of Abilities 

Has the necessary 

talents and abilities 

to be highly 

successful in sales. 

Values

A high degree of 

sincerity, integrity 

and honesty is 

evident in his/her 

sales behaviors.

Commitment 

to Activities

Understands 

all the activities 

necessary for 

success and 

consistently does 

them.

Belief in 

Product

Has a passionate 

belief your 

products and 

services create 

value for people.
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A Customer-Focused Sales Model – AID,Inc.®

The AID,Inc.® Model provides a framework for an organized sales conversation. The graphic 

below makes it easy to remember and apply. 

The purpose of each element:

  Approach – break barriers of pre-occupation, find common ground, build trust. 

  Interview – discover wants, needs, and challenges by asking compelling questions

  Demonstrate – Show solutions to address identified needs or challenges 

  Val-I-date – Cause people to trust and believe you

  Negotiate – Welcome and work through concerns and objections. 

  Close – Gain a commitment to an actionable next step

AID,Inc.® Application Guidelines

Following are several application principles: 

1. AID,Inc.® is simply a framework for having an organized sales conversation.

2. Compress or expand each step according to the length of the interaction.

3. There can be many smaller AID,Inc.®s in a call continuum.

AID,Inc.® is a dynamic, flexible system - an AID that when
INCORPORATED – will help you sell more. 

Listen
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The GAP Model®

The “heart of AID,Inc®” is the Interview. During that segment, a Gap Analysis Model 

equips salespeople with questioning skills that reveal their expertise and provide 

competitive differentiation.

Urgency/Importance

Emotional

Logical

™
People Involved
Buying Criteria

Decision Process

Selling Different Behavior Styles®

Participants are introduced to a simple way to recognize and adapt the application of AID,Inc.® 

with different Behavior Styles® – Talkers, Doers, Controllers, and Supporters. 

Behavior Styles® 
Checklist

Name: _______________________________________

Quickly select the description that best fits this person: 

IPC#215515

Recognition

Security

People/ 
Process Results

Talker Doer

Supporter Controller

®

Personality:

Environment:

Personal Style:

Responsiveness:

Listening:

Talking:

Relations:

Decisiveness:

Time Usage:

Pace:

Voice:

Gestures:

Dress:

Manner:

Conversation:

Outgoing (    )

Cluttered/Pictures (    )

People-Oriented (    )

Friendly/Affable (    )

Drifting (    )

About 
People (    )

Empathizes 
with Others (    )

Popular/
Emotional (    )

Socializes at
expense of time (    )

Enthusiastic (    )

Emotional/
Animated   (    )

Open (    )

Stylish (    )

Friendly (    )

People (    )

Dominating (    )

Trophies/Awards (    )

Results-Oriented (    )

Impatient/Restless (    )

Impatient (    )

About 
Achievement (    )

Directs
Others (    )

Quick/
Impulsive (    )

Always pushed
for time (    )

Fast (    )

Emotional/
Direct (    )

Impatient (    )

Formal (    )

Dominating (    )

Bottom Line (    )

Easygoing  (    )

Keepsakes/Relics (    )

Process-Oriented (    )

Steady/Reserved (    )

Willing (    )

About 
Functions (    )

Accepts
Others (    )

Slow/
Studied (    )

Respects time
but not pushed (    )

Steady (    )

Unemotional/
Low-Keyed (    )

Measured (    )

Conforming (    )

Accepting (    )

Systems (    )

No-Nonsense (    )

Order/Charts (    )

Facts-Oriented (    )

Cool/Distant (    )

Selective (    )

About 
Organization (    )

Assesses
Others (    )

Objective/
Fact-Based (    )

Values & manages
time well (    )

Controlled (    )

Unemotional/
Reserved (    )

Closed (    )

Conservative (    )

Evaluating (    )

Facts (    )

TOTAL

Recognition

Security

People/ 
Process Results

Talker Doer

Supporter Controller

®

Three important principles are reinforced:  

1. Understand your style,

2. Recognize each customer’s style, and

3. Adapt communication based on your customer’s style.
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Focus on Preparation 

There has never been a time when planning is more important for success. Sales professionals 

must plan strategically for each account, as well as for each sales conversation.

PRE-CALL Plan
Customer: 

GAP Model™ Interview Questions:

1.

2.

3.

Strategic Long-Term Objective:

Accomplish By:

Call Objective (Business Outcome / Desired Commitment):

Next Call Objectives and Strategies:

Adapt to the customer’s behavior style  Yes  No

Gain rapport and break pre-occupation  Yes  No

Interview and get agreement on specific 
needs and challenges  Yes  No

Demonstrate customer or patient benefits  Yes  No

Validate your claims and heighten trust  Yes  No

Work though concerns and objections  Yes  No

Close for a commitment that supports 
your call objective  Yes  No

Make progress in the AID,Inc.® process  Yes  No

SELF-ASSESSMENT — Did you:

POST-CALL Analysis

Value Segmentation Analysis:

Value Proposition / Benefits to be Communicated: Potential Objections:

Resources, Collateral Needed:

What part of AID,Inc.® is the focus of this call?

 Approach

 Interview

 Demonstrate

 Validate

 Negotiate

 Close

Behavior Style:
Recognition

Security

People/
Process Results

Talker Doer

Supporter Controller

®

Adviser

Vendor

Partner

Value-Add

Product/Service Differentiation

R
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p
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HIGH

LOW
HIGHLOW

Emotional

Logical
Urgency / 

Importance

Desired
Situation

Benefits/ 
Rewards

Risks/ 
Consequences

Current
Situation

®

™
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Development Profile

A variety of Marketing and Coaching Resources are available to support the consistent 

application of Integrity Selling. 

AID,INC.®

This Coaching Guide is designed to help you 
support your people as they apply the principles    
of Integrity Selling®.

Concepts that should be reinforced are:

1. AID,Inc.®

2. Behavior Styles®   

3. Pre-Call Planning & Post-Call Analysis

4. Attitudes and beliefs that influence success 
(View of Selling, View of Abilities, Values, 
Commitment to Activities, Belief in Product)

Supportive Coaching Strategies

• Use the AID,Inc.® language as you discuss 
calls or progress in accounts.

• Walk the talk – model the behaviors.

• Give feedback on application.

• Discuss Behavior Styles® – theirs, yours, 
and those of key customers.

• Coach to beliefs and attitudes as well as 
Behavior Styles® and AID,Inc.®

• Reinforce the importance of Pre-Call 
Planning and Post-Call Analysis.

• Work with each representative to set 
long-term goals for his/her accounts.

Approach – establish rapport
• Make eye contact and break pre-occupation
• Create positive first impression
• Get HCP talking about themselves, their patients or 

their practice

Interview – ask questions to understand needs and problems

• Ask questions that create dialogue
• Identify gaps between current and desired situation 

and risks/benefits
• Understand needs before presenting solutions

Demonstrate – show how products/solutions fill identified 
needs 

• Paraphrase to confirm priorities
• Show solutions to needs and problems discovered in 

the Interview
• Use feedback questions to understand feelings and 

reactions

Validate – build trust and credibility  
• Provide proof and evidence of claims
• Translate features to physician/patient benefits
• Show compelling value proposition. 

Negotiate – work through objections 
• Actively seek to understand concerns 

and objections
• Listen and clarify before responding
• Work through roadblocks calmly and 

skillfully

Close – gain commitment to action 
• Ask trial-closing questions to get opinions
• Stress how benefits create value
• Ask for commitment to an actionable next 

step

Behavior Style Flexing – recognize and adapt  

to HCP’s style

• Identify behavior style of the HCP
• Adjust quickly to the person’s style
• Match pace and tone of voice

Pre/Post-Call Planning 
• Develop plan based on previous calls
• Clearly define primary and backup objective
• Complete self-assessment after the call

Individual #1

Field Coaching Report

Planning Analysis
• Shared specific long term account goals (strategy)

• Had written pre-call plan for each call (pre-call)

• Consistently and honestly assessed effectiveness 
of each call (post-call)

 NI     ME     EE     NO

Approach
• Broke preoccupation and got the customer talking about 

him/herself

• Maintained eye contact and made a positive impression

• Opened the call with a clear statement of intent.

 NI     ME     EE     NO

Interview
• Clarified the Current Situation

• Gained insights about the Desired Situation

• Identified risks or concerns of staying in  
Current Situation

• Discussed benefits of moving to the Desired Situation.

• Identified timing or urgency for making a change

• Actively listened to the customer’s responses

 NI     ME     EE     NO

Demonstrate
• Linked features and benefits to needs

• Shared relevant clinical information

• Asked feedback questions 

 NI     ME     EE,    NO

Categories Notes and Observations Categories Notes and Observations

Validate
• Created trust throughout the customer interaction 

• Established credibility through the use of relevant data

• Translated cost into value

 NI     ME     EE     NO

Negotiate
• Sought out concerns and confidently worked 

through them

• Used Acknowledge, Clarify and Respond to 
address concerns

• Clarified before responding

 NI     ME     EE     NO

Close
• Used trial-closing questions to identify the right 

time to close

• Recognized and responded to buying signals

• Closed with a direct call to action

 NI     ME     EE     NO

Behavior Styles®

• Quickly identified customer’s style

• Adapted communication for customer’s style

 NI     ME     EE     NO

Skills and behaviors associated with eight components of Integrity Selling® are listed below. Rate the effectiveness of application, using the scale below as a guide. 

Needs Improvement (NI)– the skill/behavior was poorly practiced
Meets Expectations (ME) – the skill/behavior was acceptable and practiced with some level of proficiency
Exceeds Expectations (EE) – the representative exhibited a full understanding and mastery of the skill

Not Observed (NO) – the skill/behavior was not observed

Sales Rep: _______________________________________ Rep Title: __________________________ Date: _____________________ Observer: __________________________________

®

ResultsPeople/ 
Process

Recognition

Security

Field Coaching Report

©2014 Integrity Solutions, LLC   14045

Marketing Alignment Tool 

Approach

Gain rapport and build trust

Customer-Focused Statement of Intent:

Talker

Doer 

Supporter

Controller

Current Situation:

Desired Situation:  

Risk/Consequence:

Benefits/Rewards:

Urgency:

People Involved:

Buying Criteria:

Decision Process:

Interview

Ask questions to identify the GAP

Demonstrate

Link features/benefits to Identified Needs

1. Tune the world out and people in.

2. Put people at ease and make them feel important.

3. Get them talking about themselves.

4. Hold eye contact and listen to how they feel.

1. Plan and ask open-ended questions to uncover wants, needs and challenges.

2. Listen to and paraphrase all points. If appropriate, take notes.

3. Identify dominant wants or needs and get agreement.

4. Communicate your intent to create value by asking quality questions.

1. Repeat the dominant wants, needs or problems.

2. Show how your product or service fills needs, solves problems  
and creates value.

3. Translate product features into customer benefits.

4. Ask for reactions, feelings or opinions.

EMOTIONAL

LOGICAL Doer
Needs, Motives:

Resources: 

Controller 
Needs, Motives:

Resources:  

Supporter 
Needs, Motives:

Resources: 

Talker
Needs, Motives:

Resources:  

®®

GAP Model™ Guide

© 2013 Integrity Solutions, LLC.  •  www.IntegritySolutions.com

™

®

ResultsPeople/ 
Process

Recognition

Security

Coaching Resources 

1. What are the greatest challenges you’re
currently facing in this account/with this
person? How can I help you?

2. What is this HCP’s behavior style?  How have
you adapted to better relate?

3. How do you believe this HCP would describe
your business relationship?  Why?

4. What questions did you ask to understand the
needs and problems of this HCP?

5. What needs did you discuss that we can fill?
Which are most important to him/her?

6. How have you demonstrated the value of our
products versus competitors?

7. What concerns or objections should be
addressed?  How can we work through them?

8. What are your long-term goals for this account?

9. What commitments will you need to gain in
order to reach these goals?

10. What are the possibilities for future business in
this account?

SUPPORTIVE 
COACHING 

STRATEGIES

© 2014 Integrity Solutions, LLC
14405-BL

“D” (DOER)
-  Get to the point quickly
-  Listen without interrupting
-  Show proof of results
-  Don’t overload with details

“I” (TALKER)
-  Connect on a personal basis
-  Listen intently when they talk
-  Mention others who use your products
-  Use friendly, open gestures and body language

“S” (SUPPORTER)
-  Be patient and reassuring
-  Discuss patient feelings and emotions
-  Listen for fears and concerns
-  Don’t pressure them 

“C” (CONTROLLER)
-  Provide data and factual information 
-  Match their low, reserved emotional tone
-  Don’t try to impress them
-  Present information in an organized, logical way

BEHAVIOR STYLES® 

COMMUNICATION
STRATEGIES

COACHING 
QUESTIONS

(D) Doer

(S) Supporter

(I) Talker

(C) Controller

I Broke Through

Name:  __________________________________________________________ Date:  _______________________________

How: 

Integrity Selling®
 Principle Used:

Success or Accomplishment: 

Account Name/Customer: 

Email or give completed forms to your facilitator and be prepared to share a success 
at your next Integrity Selling® Follow-Up Session!

with

©2013 Integrity Solutions, LLC®
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Behavior Styles
®

 
Checklist

Name: _______________________________________

Quickly select the description that best fits this person: 

IPC#215515

Recognition

Security

People/ 
Process Results

Talker Doer

Supporter Controller

®

Personality:

Environment:

Personal Style:

Responsiveness:

Listening:

Talking:

Relations:

Decisiveness:

Time Usage:

Pace:

Voice:

Gestures:

Dress:

Manner:

Conversation:

Outgoing (    )

Cluttered/Pictures (    )

People-Oriented (    )

Friendly/Affable (    )

Drifting (    )

About
People (    )

Empathizes
with Others (    )

Popular/
Emotional (    )

Socializes at
expense of time (    )

Enthusiastic (    )

Emotional/
Animated   (    )

Open (    )

Stylish (    )

Friendly (    )

People (    )

Dominating (    )

Trophies/Awards (    )

Results-Oriented (    )

Impatient/Restless (    )

Impatient (    )

About
Achievement (    )

Directs
Others (    )

Quick/
Impulsive (    )

Always pushed
for time (    )

Fast (    )

Emotional/
Direct (    )

Impatient (    )

Formal (    )

Dominating (    )

Bottom Line (    )

Easygoing  (    )

Keepsakes/Relics (    )

Process-Oriented (    )

Steady/Reserved (    )

Willing (    )

About
Functions (    )

Accepts
Others (    )

Slow/
Studied (    )

Respects time
but not pushed (    )

Steady (    )

Unemotional/
Low-Keyed (    )

Measured (    )

Conforming (    )

Accepting (    )

Systems (    )

No-Nonsense (    )

Order/Charts (    )

Facts-Oriented (    )

Cool/Distant (    )

Selective (    )

About
Organization (    )

Assesses
Others (    )

Objective/
Fact-Based (    )

Values & manages
time well (    )

Controlled (    )

Unemotional/
Reserved (    )

Closed (    )

Conservative (    )

Evaluating (    )

Facts (    )

TOTAL

© 2013 Integrity Solutions, LLC. 

IPC218668-IS-PT1-41013-BL
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Implementation Plan

Expected Benefits

Organizations that have successfully integrated and implemented Integrity Selling® can expect 

the following benefits:

  Consistent sales process easily accepted and applied across the organization 

  More effective sales and coaching conversations

  Greater sales and marketing alignment; a platform for coaching 

  Consistent application of best practices

  Increased teamwork and collaboration

In-House Overview/Certification/Manager Preparation

Understand Objectives to Personalize Delivery

Design Implementation Schedule

Integrity or In-House Facilitators Launch Workshop

Integrity or In-House Facilitators Conduct Follow-Ups 

Implement Advanced Sessions and Reinforcements




